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ADVANCED FIRST AID AND EMERGENCY CARE - LABORATORY
HHP 289 - 1 Credit

Instructor: Scott T. Richter - Professor
Office: MCGILL 126
Office Hours: WILL BE POSTED ON OFFICE DOOR (MCGILL 126)
Phone: 0/243-5246

Website: www.nsc.jbpub.com/FirstAidNet
Other: http://eres.lib.umt.edu/
       Password: HHP289

Required Supplies: CPR mask and first aid kit

Tests: There will be 1 final practical examination consisting of four parts. Students are expected to complete a series of practical checklists by having another student monitor and check them off. Upon completion, each student must turn in each checklist to the TA of the class. If all of the checklists are not completed students will receive an “Incomplete” in the course until they are finished. Attendance is mandatory in the class and the maximum number of class periods that a student is allowed miss is 4. Students who miss more than 4 classes will not be eligible to complete the final practical examination, therefore they will receive an incomplete or an F. Student are responsible for completing missed assignments and material.

Grading:

100-90 = A
89.99-80 = B
79.99-70 = C
69.99-60 = D
<60 = F

Only those who receive 80% or above on each test will receive NSC and AHA CPR cards. If a student receives less than 80%, s/he will have the opportunity to redo the test until a score of 80% is received.

Topics:

Disease precautions 18-23
Victim assessment 45-60
Bleeding and Shock 97-114
Wounds 117-136
Dressings and Bandages 137-152
CPR & Obstructed Airway 63-96
Musculoskeletal Injuries 209-238
Head and Spine Injuries 173-200
Chest Abdominal & Pelvis 201-208
Emergency Rescue & Transfer 413-426
Sudden Illnesses 257-282
First Aid Kits 427
Medication Information 431
Automated External Defibrillators (AEDs) 433
289 - FIRST AID LAB - 1 CREDIT

JAN
27   TU  INTRODUCTION
29   TH  PRIMARY SURVEY

FEB
03   TU  VITAL SIGNS/SECONDARY SURVEY
05   TH  SECONDARY SURVEY
10   TU  SECONDARY SURVEY
12   TH  BANDAGING AND DRESSINGS
17   TU  BANDAGING AND DRESSINGS
19   TH  BLEEDING & SHOCK (AHA FIRST AID INSTRUCTOR’S COURSE)
24   TU  PRIMARY SURVEY/RESCUE BREATHING - ADULT/CHILD
26   TH  CPR ONE PERSON - ADULT/CHILD

MARCH
02   TU  CPR ENTRY OF SECOND RESCUE
04   TH  FBOA AIRWAY -ADULT/CHILD
09   TU  CPR/FBOA PRACTICE - TESTING
11   TH  CPR/FBOA - SKILL ASSESSMENT
16   TU  SPLINTING UPPER EXTREMITIES
18   TH  SPLINTING LOWER EXTREMITIES
23   TU  SPLINTING - SKILL ASSESSMENT
25   TH  EMERGENCY RESCUE - STRETCHERS, CERVICAL COLLARS, ETC
29-APRIL -2  SPRING BREAK

APRIL
06   TU  EMERGENCY RESCUE – EXTRICATION/TRANSFERS, SHORT BOARD/KED VEST
08   TH  WATER RESCUE – GRIZZLY POOL
13   TU  SITUATIONS
15   TH  SITUATIONS
20   TU  FINAL PRACTICAL EXAMINATION
22   TH  FINAL PRACTICAL EXAMINATION
27   TU  FINAL PRACTICAL EXAMINATION
29   TH  FINAL PRACTICAL EXAMINATION

MAY
04   TU  FINAL PRACTICAL EXAMINATION
06   TH  MAKE-UP DAY